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We describe an approach to visually analyzing the dynamic behavior of 3D
time-dependent flow fields by considering the behavior of the path lines. At
selected positions in the 4D space-time domain, we compute a number of local
and global properties of path lines describing relevant features of them. The
resulting multivariate data set is analyzed by applying state-of-the-art infor-
mation visualization approaches in the sense of a set of linked views (scatter
plots, parallel coordinates, etc.) with interactive brushing and focus+context
visualization. The selected path lines with certain properties are integrated
and visualized as colored 3D curves. This approach allows an interactive ex-
ploration of intricate 4D flow structures. We apply our method to a number
of flow data sets and describe how path line attributes are used for describing
characteristic features of these flows.

1 Introduction

An effective visual analysis of the dynamic behavior of 3D time-dependent
flow fields is still a challenging problem in scientific visualization. Although
a number of promising approaches have been introduced in recent years, the
size and complexity of the data sets as well as the dimensionality of the under-
lying space-time domain makes the data handling, the analysis and the visual
representation challenging and partially unsolved, in particular, it also proves
to be inherently difficult to actually comprehend (in detail) the important
characteristics of 3D time-dependent flow data.
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In addition to others (streak lines, time lines, etc.), there exist two impor-
tant kinds of characteristic curves for time-dependent flow fields: stream lines
and path lines. While stream lines describe the steady behavior of the flow
at a certain time step, path lines describe the paths of massless particles over
time in the flow. Hence, the analysis of the dynamic behavior of flow fields is
strongly related to the analysis of the behavior of the path lines.

One common approach to analyzing flow fields is to partition the flow
domain into areas of characteristically different flow properties. To do so, a
variety of different features have been proposed, such as topological features,
vortical structures, or shock waves. They reflect different properties of the flow
and therefore focus on the representation of different inherent structures. In
fact, not all features may give useful information for every flow data set, and
the selection of the relevant features is often left to the user in an unsupported
way. Moreover, among the features there may be correlations which are either
general due to their definition, or they occur in certain areas of particular
flows and give this way relevant information about the behavior of the flow.
Therefore we believe that not only the introduction and visualization of new
features leads to a deeper understanding of the dynamic behavior of the flow
field, but also an effective analysis of the relations between the features and
the applications of these results for a visual representation. Our paper is one
step along the recently challenging path towards a better understanding of
3D time dependent flow fields.

Our approach starts with the extraction of a number of properties (fea-
tures, scalar values, and time series) at each point of a regular sampling of the
4D space-time domain. We have focused on properties describing the (local or
global) behavior of the path lines, being either classical and well-established
values in vector algebra, or properties newly proposed in this paper. The result
of this step is a path line attribute data set : a four-dimensional multivariate
data set collecting all computed path line properties.

The visual analysis of multidimensional multivariate data is a well-researched
topic in information visualization. A variety of techniques has been developed
to visualizing such data sets making inherent correlations visible. Because of
this we attempt to use information visualization approaches to analyzing the
path line attributes data set. The results of this analysis (i.e., selections of
path lines with certain combinations of properties) are then used for a fo-
cus+context visualization of either the selected path lines or the interesting
properties. This way the user is able to do a simultaneous exploration in the
4D space-time domain of the flow and in the abstract path line attribute space.
We show that this can give new insight into characteristic substructures of
the flow which leads to a better understanding of time-dependent flow fields.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 mentions related
work in the visualization of 3D time-dependent flow fields. Section 3 presents
the properties of path lines which we extract for the further analysis. Section
4 describes our information visualization approach and explains how to use
it for a focus+context visualization of the flow data. Section 5 applies our
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approach to a number of data sets. Section 6 draws conclusions and mentions
issues of future research.

2 Related Work

The idea to segment a flow domain into areas of certain flow properties has
been used for 3D steady flow fields for a variety of features, such as topological
features [8, 12, 13, 22, 26] or vortex regions [10, 19, 15]. [17] provides a general
framework of this in the context of topological features. [16] gives an overview
on flow visualization techniques focusing on feature extraction approaches.

The extension of these techniques to 3D time-dependent fields is usually
done by observing the feature regions over time, see [25, 21, 7] for topologi-
cal features and [1, 2, 3, 20] for vortex features. Although these approaches
provide insight into the flow behavior at arbitrary time steps, the analysis of
the dynamic behavior based on path lines make specialized approaches nec-
essary. [29] visualizes a number of carefully selected path lines to get static
representations of the dynamic flow. [24] considers a segmentation of the flow
domain based on local properties of the path lines. [27, 28] apply texture based
visualization approaches to capture path line characteristics.

The idea of connecting information visualization and scientific visualiza-
tion approaches is considered to be one of the ”hot topics” in visualization
[11]. The work closest to ours is the SimVis approach [4, 5] which uses ap-
proaches of information visualization to analyzing various kinds of simulation
data. The main difference to our approach is that SimVis works on multiple
scalar data describing certain properties of the simulation. Contrary to this,
our approach works on dynamic flow data, focusing on local and global prop-
erties of path lines, i.e. on a multi-variate properties data set, derived from a
3D unsteady flow field.

3 Path Line Attributes

Given a 3D time-dependent vector field v(x, t) ,x describes the 3D domain
and t is the temporal component. Stream lines and path lines are generally
different classes of curves [23]. Stream lines are the tangent curves of v for a
fixed time t, while path lines describe the paths of massless particles in v over
time.

Given a point (x, t) in the space-time domain, the stream line starting in
it can be written in a parametric form

sx,t(τ) = x +
∫ τ

0

v(sx,t(s), t) ds (1)

while the path line starting at (x, t) has the parametric form
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px,t(τ) = x +
∫ τ

0

v(px,t(s), s + t) ds. (2)

Path lines depict the trajectory of massless particles in a time-dependent
flow. To characterize path lines, we consider two kinds of information: scalar
values that describes local or global properties of a path line, and time series
that collects information along a path line.
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Fig. 1. a) Mapping the direction vectors along a path line to a unit sphere and
calculating the bounding box approximation of the opening cone; b) Winding angle
along a path line; c) Curvature difference between the path line and stream line
pass through a specified point. d) Lagrangianess that records the Euclidean distance
between the point of a path line the corresponding stream line at the same time τ ;
e) Arc lagrangianess that records the Euclidean distance between the point of a
path line and the corresponding stream line at the same arc length α from the start
point.

For scalar attributes, we compute a number of scalar properties of the
path line starting at a given point (x, t) which reflect either local or global
properties of the path lines. In the latter case, the value depends on the
considered integration time. Since we are interested in the global behavior of
the path lines, the integration time can be chosen rather large (relative to
the time interval in which v is defined). In particular, we compute the scalar
values in Table 1.
For time series we have investigated the attributes in Table 2.

4 System overview

Fig. 2 shows the pipeline of our path line attribute analysis approach. We
start with a 3D time-dependent flow field v to be analyzed. As a first step,
we apply a sampling of the space-time domain to obtain the points for which
we compute the path line attributes. Note that since the data lives in a 4D
domain, even a rather small sampling density may give a high amount of sam-
ple points. Therefore, the sampling density should be a compromise between
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Table 1. Scalar Attributes

Id Name Description

nonStraightV Non Straight Velocity

∫
τ

0
‖v(px,t(s),s+t)‖ ds−|px,t(τ)−x|

τ

distSE Relative start end distance
|px,t(τ)−x|

τ

avDir Average direction
px,t(τ)−x

‖px,t(τ)−x‖

avParticleV Average particle velocity

∫ τ

0
‖v(px,t(s),s+t)‖ ds

τ

lyapunov Lyapunov exponent
log(

√
λmax(AT A))

τ ,A=∇xpx,t(τ)

wind Winding Angle
∑

n−2

i=0
� ( (pi+1−pi),(pi+2−pi+1) ),Fig. 1b

lagrangianess Lagrangianess ‖px,t(τ)−sx,t(τ)‖,Fig. 1d

curvDiff Curvature difference (κs−κp)2,κp=
‖ṗ×p̈‖
‖ṗ‖3 ,κs=

‖ṡ×s̈‖
‖ṡ‖3 ,Fig 1c

div Local divergence div(v)

Table 2. Time Series Attributes

Id Name Description

DistEu Euclidean distance to start DistEu(τ)=‖px,t(τ)−x‖
Lagrangianess Lagrangianess Lagrangianess(τ)=‖px,t(τ)−sx,t(τ)‖,Fig. 1d
ArcLagrangianess Arc lagrangianess Fig. 1e
Dir Direction vector
OpeningCone Opening cone Fig. 1a
Curvature Curvature
V elocity Velocity
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Path line
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&integration
time setting

Color
coding

3D time
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vector field

Information visualization
analysis
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Selected
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Display &
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attribute fields Parameter

setting

Fig. 2. Pipeline for analyzing path line attributes.

the spatio-temporal accuracy of the analysis and the available computing re-
sources. If the analysis delivers interesting features in certain smaller regions
of the domain, this region can be analyzed using a higher sampling density to
make sure the sampling rate is above the Nyquist frequency . At this state of
the approach we also have to set the integration time for the path lines. Also
this setting is a tradeoff between the fact that we want to have the path lines
to be analyzed as long as possible and the property that most of the path
lines should be integrated over the same time without leaving the domain.

The next step of the approach is the integration of the stream lines and
path lines starting from the sampled points over the set integration time. For
our examples we have used a 4th order Runge-Kutta integration. From these
integrations we compute all path line attributes introduced in section 3.
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The set of all path line attributes is the input of our information visu-
alization core module which will be described in section 4.1 in more detail.
Interactive visual analysis on the basis of state-of-the-art information visual-
ization techniques and brushing in linked views is used to extract relevant cor-
relations, interesting feature combinations, or general properties of the data.
The result of this analysis is used to steering the visualization of the path
lines and their attributes. If the interactive visual analysis delivers interest-
ing features in a certain scalar path line attribute, we can visualize it using
standard volume rendering techniques like direct volume rendering or slicing.
Furthermore, the interactive visual analysis delivers a selection of interesting
path lines having a certain combination of properties. They are visualized as
3D line structures with a color coded time component.

Our implementations of the visualization of the selected path lines and the
selected attributes are based on Amira [18], whereas our information visual-
ization analysis is based on the ComVis system which is described in section
4.1.

4.1 The ComVis system

ComVis is an interactive visualization tool. It supports conventional informa-
tion visualization views such as 2D and 3D scatter plots, parallel coordinates,
histograms, as well as a special curves view which is used for displaying func-
tion graphs. This combination of views makes it possible to analyze a wide
variety of data where in the same row of a multi-variate table some values are
scalar (just as it is usual) and others correspond to a function graph (common
in various kinds of scientific data)[14]. The tool offers multiple linked views
parallel to each other. Each view can be of any of the above mentioned view
type. ComVis pays great attention to interaction. Due to advanced brush-
ing and linking proved to be very powerful analytical tool. Users can brush
the visualized data in any view, all linked views reflect the data selections
by appropriate focus+context visualization. Furthermore, the user can use a
simple, yet powerful line brush in the curves view. The line brush selects all
curves which intersect the line. All brushes can be scaled and moved interac-
tively. The multiple brush mode makes it possible to flexibly combine various
brushes. The user selects brushes and boolean operations between them. AND,
OR, and SUB are supported. Furthermore, the tool creates a composite brush
in an iterative manner. This means that the user selects a current operation
(AND, OR, or SUB) and draws a brush. The previous brushing state is com-
bined with the new brush accordingly. The new state is computed, and it is
used when the user draws another brush. In this way the user immediately
gets visual feedback, and can very easily broaden the selection (using OR),
or can further restrict the selection (using AND or SUB). Once the user is
satisfied with a selection (or in the meantime), a tabular representation of the
selected data can be shown and exported to file on demand.
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5 Applications

We applied our approach to a number of data sets. Not surprisingly, not all
attributes are interesting in all data sets, and different path line attributes turn
out to be important for different data set. However, we can also identify several
interesting coherencies between different path line attributes which seem to
hold even for different data sets. Accordingly, we are optimistic that the here
described analysis indeed provides a useful basis for future generalization of
this approach.

5.1 3D time-dependent cylinder flow

(a) (b) 0.0 2�

Fig. 3. Flow behind a cylinder: a) Direct volume rendering of the lyapunov at-
tribute field at time 0; b) All considered path lines.

Figures 3 and 4 present some results of analyzing a 3D time-dependent
flow behind a circular cylinder. The cylinder is put in the origin with radius
0.5 and height 8.0, while the data set domain D is [3.15, 19.74]×[−2.06, 2.06]×
[0.09, 1.89]× [0, 2π]. This data set was kindly provided by Gerd Mutschke (FZ
Rossendorf) and Bernd R. Noack (TU Berlin). We considered path lines at
a 28 × 14 × 7 × 6 (191MB attribute file to ComVis) sampling and used an
integration time of 1.5π (for the data set given in a 2π time slab). Figure 3a
shows the direct volume rendering of one of the attribute fields lyapunov. In
figure 3b, all path lines integrated from the sampled points are displayed. As
we can see from figure 3a, there are certain patterns in the lyapunov attribute
field. Low lyapunov values indicate stability of the path line. We use the
information visualization approach to select the area with low lyapunov, as
shown in the upper left of figure 4a. The visualization of the selected path
lines is shown in figure 4b. Fig. 4c shows the seed area of the selected path
lines at the time 0.

When investigating the visualized result, we can see that there are further
different patterns in the low lyapunov path lines. It is obvious when we in-
vestigate the ComVis result of time series Lagrangianess, after choosing the
cluster as shown in the upper right of figure 4d. We get the path line cluster
whose Lagrangianess time series have small values at the end of the integra-
tion time. Fig. 4e and 4f present the visualization of the selected path lines
and their seed areas. We notice that they stay in the middle of the domain
and along the flow direction directly behind the cylinder.
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Fig. 4. Feature low lyapunov and Lagrangianess: a) Selecting low lyapunov area in
ComVis; b) Visualization of selected path lines with low lyapunov; c) Visualization
of the seeding area of the selected low lyapunov path lines at time 0; d) Selecting low
lyapunov and parabola Lagrangianess area in ComVis; e) Visualization of selected
path lines with low lyapunov and low Lagrangianess; f) Visualization of the seeding
area of the selected low lyapunov and low Lagrangianess path lines at time 0.

5.2 Hurricane Isabel

Fig. 5 shows a visual analysis of the hurricane Isabel data set, which has been
previously analyzed in a number of papers [9, 6]. We sample the domain with
path lines at a resolution of 24×24×6×6 (253MB attribute file to ComVis),
and set the maximum integration time to 30 hours (the whole data set covers
48 hours). Fig. 5a shows the visualization of all considered path lines. Fig. 5b
show a direct volume rendering of nonStraightV at time 0 (the starting time
of the simulation).

For this data set, we start the information visualization analysis, with the
observation of the avParticleV vs. distSE scatter plot (upper right of Fig. 5c),
showing a number of points on the diagonal but also a number scatter points
clearly above it. We expect the points on the diagonal to represent path lines
with a rather straight-line-like behavior, whereas the locations of the points
above the diagonal may indicate a swirling behavior. Since nonStraightV is
equivalent avParticleV vs. distSE, we selected all points above the diagonal,
by considering points with a rather high nonStraightV (upper left of Fig. 5c).
The parallel coordinate representation (lower right of Fig. 5c) shows that the
selected path lines have a rather low curvDiff. This indicates that in these
regions stream lines and path lines are locally rather similar. The curvature
plot of the selected path lines doesn’t have extreme values (lower left of Fig.
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Fig. 5. Analysis and visualization of data set Hurricane Isabel: a)A visualization of
all considered path lines. b) Direct volume rendering of the nonStraightV attribute
field at time 0; c) Selecting the area with high nonStraightV which corresponds
to swirling behavior in ComVis; d) Visualization of selected path lines of swirling
behavior; e) Visualization of the seeding area of the selected swirling path lines at
time 0; f) Visualization of the seeding area of the selected swirling path lines at all
time steps. g) Selecting the area with peaks in curvature plot; h) Visualization of
selected path lines of curvature plot peaks.

5c). The selected path lines are visualized in Fig. 5d, clearly showing that we
have selected the ones swirling around the moving eye of the hurricane. Fig.
5e shows the areas where the selected path lines originate at time t = 0, while
Fig. 5f shows the starting areas of the selected path lines for all time steps.

In a second analysis attempt, we select all path lines with a high value in
the curvature plot (upper left of Fig. 5g). The selected path lines are shown
in Fig. 5h. All of them are rather short and have a rather irregular behavior
and they indicate some part of the flow where the velocity is quite small.

5.3 Airfoil

Figures 6 - 8 show a comparative visual analysis of 8 different data sets of
a flow around an airfoil. The difference between these 8 data sets are the
air injection frequency. The injection frequencies are 0(base), 0.2, 0.44, 0.6,
0.88, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0. The goal of our analysis is to find the best air injection
frequency which contributes the best lift power. Fig. 6 shows the visualization
of the 8 fields at the time 0 using LIC planes. We could clearly see that there
are vortex structures in the LIC plane. It is known that abnormal vortex
structures reduce the lift of the airfoil. Therefore, our visual analysis focuses
on the areas with vortices where the probability of abnormal flow is high. We
reduce our consideration to a small area around the areas with vortices.
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f=0 f=0.2 f=0.44 f=0.6

f=0.88 f=1.0 f=1.5 f=2.0

Fig. 6. The visualization of airfoil flow field at time 0 for different air injection
frequency with LIC plane.

f=0 f=0.2 f=0.44 f=0.6

f=0.88 f=1.0 f=1.5 f=2.0

0

480

0

480

Fig. 7. The path lines started from the focus area of the airfoil flow field for
different air injection frequency.

We sample the interesting area with path lines at a resolution of 36×12×
8× 10 for each data set, and set the maximum integration time to 30 seconds
(the whole data set covers different time domains for different frequencies and
the path line integration will usually leave the domain within 30 seconds for
each frequency). Fig. 7 shows the visualization of all considered path lines for
different frequencies. We observe that most path lines behave well showing a
rather straight behavior. The abnormal flows correspond to those non straight
path lines. As our experience on these attributes, the nonStraightV is a good
attribute to reflect the characteristics of straightness of path lines. So we
compare this attribute computed at same location and same time for different
frequency data sets in ComVis.

Fig. 8 shows the comparative result of the analysis of the nonStraightV
for these 8 different frequencies. We select those path lines for each data set
with 70 percent highest nonStraightV attributes and visualize these selected
path lines and the seeding areas. We can see that these selected non straight
path lines are closed to the area with vortices. And we can clearly observe
that for a frequency 0.6, there are fewest non straight path lines and the non
straight seeding areas are the smallest. So we find that for frequency 0.6, the
probability of abnormal flow is less compared to others. We have tested several
other percentage of the highest nonStraightV . All the results present the
equivalent information. We conclude that 0.6 is the best air injection frequency
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Injection
frequecy

0

0.2

0.44

0.6

0.88

1.0

1.5

2.0

0 480

Fig. 8. The comparative analysis result for the attribute nonStraightV of of the
airfoil flow field for different air injection frequency. The pictures in the first column
depict the selections of 70 percent highest nonStraightV for different frequencies in
ComVis. The pictures in the second column depict the corresponding selected path
lines for the first column. The pictures in the third column are the corresponding
seeding area for the selections in the first column.

among the 8 tests. The experience from the industry partner confirms this
result successfully.

6 Conclusions

To getting insight into the dynamic behavior of path lines of 3D time-
dependent flow fields is still a challenging problem for the visualization com-
munity. Path lines elude a straightforward extension from stream line based
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methods because path lines can be integrated only over a finite time, and they
may intersect each other (at least when only considering their 3D reference
locations). This paper is the - to the best of our knowledge - first approach to
getting insight into the behavior of path lines by applying an approach from
information visualization. In particular, we made the following contributions:

• We identified a number of local and global attributes of path lines which
we expect to contain relevant information about the path line behavior.

• We interactively analyzed these attributes by using an approach from in-
formation visualization. The results were used to steering a 3D path line
visualization.

• We applied our approach to a number of data sets, in order to get new
insight into the path line behavior.

During our analysis it turned out that not all path line attributes gave useful
results for all data sets. However, inherent and data independent correla-
tions in the attribute data set can be expected, making a reduction of the
attribute set possible. In particular, we have the impression that the inves-
tigation of path line attributes can indeed lead to a useful and practicable
way of accessing/segmenting interesting flow features in time-dependent data
sets, including swirling/vortical/rotating flow subsets, (e.g., via attributes
wind and nonStraightV) , quasi-steady flow structures, (e.g., via attributes
Lagrangianess and Arc lagrangianess, etc.), etc. We are optimistic with re-
spect to these expectations, not at the least because it was, for example, fairly
straight forward and quite easy to accomplish to extract the rotating main
vortex of hurricane Isabel, which – to the best of our knowledge – cannot so
easily be accomplished with any of the previously published vortex extraction
methods.
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